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BOOK YOUR TICKETS TODAY!

September 22, 2014
“Often brilliantly acted, and it 
made me laugh.” 

Matt Zoller Seitz

A Newfoundland town must 
procure a doctor to secure a 
lucrative business contract. 
When unlikely candidate Paul 
Lewis lands in their lap for a 
trial residence, the townsfolk 
rally together to charm him into 
staying.

November 24 , 2014
“He’d be proud to know that 
the movie of his life is sugar-
free.”

Wesley Morris

A documentary that recounts 
the inspiring and entertaining 
life of film critic and social 
commentator Roger Ebert - a 
story that is by turns personal, 
funny, painful, and transcendent.

October �27� , 2014
“A film masterpiece.” 

The NewYorker

Ida is a moving and intimate drama 
about a young novitiate nun in 1960s 

Poland who, on the verge of taking 
her vows, discovers a dark family 

secret dating from the terrible years 
of the Nazi occupa

 subtitles) English with(Polish  �������������
tion.

“It’s carried off with  
charm and wit.”

Time Out

A� housewife� prepares� a� special�
lunchbox� to� be� delivered� to� her�

husband� at� work,� but� it� is� mistakenly�
delivered� to� another� office� worker,� a�

lonely� man� on� the� verge� of� retirement
                (Hindi  subtitles) English with

.

Tickets: Adult $12 / Student $5 (row A-C)
Series discount: 5 shows for $50

All proceeds to  
Cowichan Valley Hospice services.

A monthly fundraiser bringing Toronto International Film 
Festival’s critically acclaimed films to the Cowichan Valley.

December 15, 2014

“...a surfeit of ravishing Cote d’Azur 
vistas and the genuinely reactive 
chemistry of stars Colin Firth and 

Emma Stone.”
Variety

A grouchy and arrogant Englishman 
presents himself as a businessman to 
debunk the alluring young clairvoyant.

January 26 , 2015

TO BE CONFIRMED


